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Introduction 

We work in an industry where communicating information in the form of visuals is the most 

effective, easy and quick way of conveying information. It is very important to provide a reference 

point to grab the users’ attention or quickly direct them to actionable content or help them 

navigate through an application. Icons are a great way to do this. Also, icons are an excellent 

visual relief and can enhance the visual appeal of a design and the usability of an application.  

If we carefully consider some of the applications that we use seamlessly and some web 

interfaces that we use intuitively, we will notice that they use tones of icons to make 

communication effective and intuitive for the users to have a pleasant experience.  

For instance, Microsoft word is one application that everybody uses at least few times a month or 

for some, few times a day. If we look at the top ribbon within the application, you will see that all 

actions are neatly communication to us only by using icons.  

 

 
 

If Microsoft word was to have a big list of actions like – Make text bold, choose from the fonts, 

Highlight your text….and so on, it would be extremely cumbersome and unintuitive to go through 

the list and choose a desired action.  Also, if we consider gmail, we never even notice how easily 

we can navigate and perform our tasks just by clicking on some buttons with visuals on them.  

 

 

 

The question “Why” 
 
So, why is use of Icons so important in design? There are a few reasons to this. 
 

1. Pictures speak louder and more effectively than words. Icons are a great way to 

communicate information visually 
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2. Users can very easily identify information and can perform actions more quickly than 

reading something. 

 
3. Icons help in alerting the user about a given situation or draw the user’s attention to 

something which requires attention. 

 
 

4. Icons provide a visual relief so the user experience is enhanced.  

 

 
 

5. The screen real estate can be used more effectively by replacing text with icons wherever 

applicable. 

6. Icons can help in stylizing your design and make it visually appealing. 

 

The question “How” 

So, how do we use icons? Using Icons in your design can sometimes be tricky and if not used 

effectively can lead to misinterpretations.  Below are some best practices of designing icons and 

using them in your design. 
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Stick to the standards - It is very essential not to reinvent the wheel when it comes to icon design. 

There are some standard which are already set and which the users are well accustomed to like 

it runs in their blood. For example – the trash can icons for delete. If you try to re-design 

something different for this paradigm you will end up either losing your users understanding or 

confusing the user. 

Keep it minimal – Icons are tiny visuals and they are tiny for a reason. If design your icon with 

fine details like shadow little things, it will complicate the visual information it portrays and make 

the icon blurry. Keeping the Icon minimal will increase readability. 

Maintain a unity in your style – if you design one of your icon in a certain style, maintain that style 

for all the icons throughout your design. 

Avoid unnecessary elements like text inside the icon, shadows and perspectives. 

Take care of various cultural interpretations – Keep in mind that your designs are seen by people 

from a lot of different cultures and countries and sometimes icons and signs might be interpreted 

differently in different cultures.  
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